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Born in London, England, I have worked professionally as a freelance writer for over 30 years. Most
of my present customers are from the USA and I am, therefore, adept at writing both for British and
American audiences. This document contains samples of my work and lists my other achievements as
a writer.

1980s
Yorkshire Arts' Writer's Award
One of my earliest successes, this is an annual cash-payment award
made to not-yet published creative writers. I gained the award on
the strength of several short stories submitted to the Yorkshire Arts'
Council.

Sounds
My first professional writing gig - the UK's
national music newspaper, Sounds.
Having moved to Sheffield from London, my
work entailed finding new talent in the counties
of South Yorkshire, West Yorkshire, Humberside,
Nottinghamshire and Lancashire; attending live
shows and writing reviews of those
performances the same night, (in the days before
computers using a typewriter and submitting by
mail); researching music-related news items;
conducting band interviews.
My work was sufficiently respected for the
features editor to suggest I move back to London
to do more work for the paper, a suggestion I had
to decline given other commitments in Sheffield.
For some years, I was the most frequently
published provincial freelance writer working for
the national music press in the UK.

Other freelance writing work
In the 1980s I was heavily involved with the Sheffield music and arts' scene. In addition to my work
with Sounds I also helped artists with their promotional material, applications for funding and similar
public relations work.

1990s
In the 1990s my interests diversified. I began to perform as an actor and to travel widely abroad. This
left me with less free time for my writing. However, I continued to be in demand and so continued to
freelance occasionally, as well as writing short stories and travel journals for my own pleasure.
My most notable freelance writing at this time was the occasional magazine article; promotional work;
co-writing several of the productions in which I performed and toured nationally with the Reflex
Theatre and Disturbance Index theatre companies; and with the Artistic Enterprise Scheme document,
a discussion paper on arts funding in the UK, my own idea. The AES had some impact upon funding
policy, the idea was adopted by other organisations internationally, and Britain's foremost theatre
newspaper, The Stage, asked me to write my own editorial in order to promote it, a great compliment
both to me as a writer and as the originator of the AES document.

2000s
Having moved to China and being committed initially to teaching, later to working in industry, I
had little time for writing in this period. However, I continued to do some freelance work, (mainly
web content), and to write for my own amusement.

2010s
I returned to writing full-time in 2011, and have been earning my living exclusively as a freelancer
since that time. Most of my work is for private clients and businesses, and involves web content,
promotion, PR etc. My customers are mainly from the USA.
I have also had some public work, most notably articles for the China Highlights and eChinaCities
web sites, keeping my hand in with the print market with occasional letters in the UK's Independent
newspaper and with a chapter commissioned for a business work book currently under preparation.

http://www.echinacities.com/news/How-Would-You-Kill-These-Dogs-China-Vs-The-West

Lead letter in the UK's Independent newspaper, 09 July, 2013. I was particularly proud of this given
that it was after Andy Murray won the Wimbledon men's final, the first time the UK had achieved
this in 77 years(!) Needless to say, The Independent must have received thousands of letters from
ecstatic Brits on the subject. Mine was not only selected, but also chosen as the lead.

